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Nowadays, nearly every industrial plant throughout the nation are taking
concern on the emerging safety issues that is seemed to be more apparent - compared
to just taking serious attention to the production line. It's been said that if you think
safety is expensive, try an accident. Safety of each personnel is deeply linked on the
psychological part that contributes to thewell being of an industrial plant andtherefore
the workers are part of the valuable assets to the company. Parallel to the development
of industrial competency and complexity, the safety issues have becoming more
technologically related. RFID (Radio Frequency Identification), already known for its
agility and reliability in supply chain management, has now being diverging in areas
regarding safety. RFID is not just a label that tags for certain equipments / goods, but
now able to detect location of moving object, especially human, in an enclosed area.
From simulation up to practical application, RFID had shown significant improvement
for a faster and precise detection of personnel compared to other traditional barcode
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1.1 Background of Study
RFID (Radio FrequencyIdentification) is a mean of storing and retrieving data through
electromagnetic transmission (usuallyin wireless communication) to an RF compatible
integrated circuit.
RFID systems have several basic components or technical characteristics that define
them. These comprise of a reader / interrogator (receiver), including an antenna (the
device that is used to read and/or writedatato RFID tags), a tag / transponder (A device
that transmits to a reader the data, known also as RFID transmitter) and the
communication between them. RFID uses a defined radio frequency and protocol to
transmit and receive data from tags. A range of devices and associated systems are
available to satisfy an even broader range of applications. Despite this diversity, the
principles upon which they are based are quite straight forward, even though the
technology and technicalities concerning the way in which they operate can be quite
sophisticated.
RFID tags can be segregated into two major classifications according to their power
source:
• Passive tags
Passive tags can be either battery or non-battery operated, depending on the intended
application. Passive tags reflect the RF signal transmitted to them from a reader or
transceiver and add information by modulating the reflected signal. A passive tag does
not use a battery to boost the energy of the reflected signal. It may use a battery to
maintain memory in the tag or power the electronic parts that will enable the tag to
modulate the reflected signal.
• Active tags
Active tags contain both a radio transmitter and battery to power the transmitter. Active
tags have an onboard radio and therefore have substantially more range (~300
feet/lOOm) than passive or "active/passive tags." Active tags are also more expensive
compared to passive tags and, as with any battery-powered product; the batteries must
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Figure 1: RFID system operation. The backscattered signal is modulated by changes in
chip impedance Zc.
The use of active RFID technology is expanding rapidly. Active RFID uses an internal
power source (battery) within the tag to continuously power the tag and its RF
communication circuitry. Many resources within the RFID research and development
community have been focusing on hardware and firmware components, including active
and passive RFID tags, tag readers, embedded software, error reduction and storage in
electronic databases, while the application of suchRFID tags are limited with sensing of
indoor or small areas. Only few resources focusing on exploiting the RFID applications
are made viable and cost effective for large covered areas. Therefore, more emphasis
should be treated on the RFID research in long-range detection.
1.2 Problem Statement
Traditionally, the normal procedures in emergency safety and evacuation are not totally
reliable. There are in some cases where although the regular safety precaution is
implemented, the rate of emergency cases reported still at high stake. There are several
factors that lead to the ineffectiveness of current safety standard of procedures, but
usually the main reasons are 1) lack of awareness / discipline of personnel and 2) lack
of potentially faster detection and improper supervision / communication of personnel
during emergency cases. Usually the first factor can be improved but for the second
factor, there is a need for a more reliable system to overcome the problem.
Take for an example ofa large plant where there involves so many workers and the risk
of accident to occur is high. Frequent shift of workers can lead to uncertainty whether
or not all the members of the old shift made out of the plant and whether or not the all
members of new shift arrived. Although the personnel are heavily trained in safety
procedures, but in a case where at a certain time, unexpected calamity such as fire,
smoke / fog, hazardous gas release, and explosion might occur and the possibility for
them to be trapped in such a chaotic condition is high, therefore for a normal procedure
it is almost impossible to ensure that each personnel are safely detected and evacuated
in a short period. It may become even worse when the detection is done lately and small
injuries might already evolved into severe burns and in some outcomes can lead to the
death ofthe personnel.
Therefore, there is a need to come out with an RFID system that can facilitate in proper
detection during those stated condition. The proposed RFID system has to be able to
detect the presence and mobility tracking (in/out) of personnel inside the plant, thus
reducing time taken in the event of evacuation whereas the information of personnel's
whereabouts is important, besides ensuring that access control to the specific controlled
area is strictly limited to authorised personnel by the mean of geo-fencing and access
control.
1.3 Objective and Scope of Study
The objective ofour research is to develop an outdoor location-sensing system forplant
emergency condition. Our goal is to implement a prototype outdoor location-sensing
system using low cost wireless devices based on existing infrastructures without
burdening cost ofdeveloping a newone. At present, there are several types of location-
sensing systems, each of them having their own strengths as well as limitations,
infrared, 802.11, ultrasonic, optical, cellular, magnetic and RFID are some examples of
these systems.
In the project, we are focused in using commodity off-the-shelfproducts. This should
somehow decrease the time consumed for rjrelirninary design of the devices and can
have more concentration at the systemic stage. From preliminary research done to
compare several wireless technologies, there have been found that RFID have greater
advantages over other technology with respect to the application. The no contact and
non-line-of-sight (Non-LoS) nature of this technology are significant advantages and
common among all types of RFID systems. All RF tags can be read despite extreme
environmental factors, such as rain, fog, ice, paint, and other visually and
environmentally challenging conditions. They can also work at remarkable speeds. In
some cases, tags can be read in less than 100 milliseconds. The other advantages are
their promising transmission range and cost effectiveness.
CHAPTER 2
MODELING THEORY
In order to have a technical comprehension on theRFID subject, nevertheless the system
has to be firstly simulated and evaluated. A system simulation environment in Simulink
is constructed where special attention is emphasized on the analog/RF circuit [1]. There
are several additive parameters thathave to be taken intoaccount for simulating RFID. in
real situation, such as phase noise of local oscillator, TX-RX coupling, reflection of the
environment, Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN), DC offset, I/Q mismatch, and
others. The whole performance of the system can be evaluated by changing the method
of coding, varying parameters of designated blocks, and estimation of operation
distance.
To limit the simulation for a simpler analysis, a single reader and a single tag bi
directional communication can be investigated to simulate the physical parameters. The
communication link is half duplex, means that the communication between reader to tag
occurs first and then tag to reader ("reader talks first"). In forward link, reader sends a
modulated carrier to tags and powers up the tags while in return link, reader sends a
continuous wave carrier, tag receives the carrier for power supply and backscatters by
changing the reflection coefficients ofantenna. In sucha way, data is sent to readerfrom
tag. This method of sending/receiving ofdata is called backscatter method.
Readers should be designed in compliance with the local frequency regulatory in
transmitter. To detect the backscatter signals from tag, a relative high sensitivity is
chosen at a given bit error rate.
Figure 2 shows the simulationof transmitter in Simulink. In forward link, it is critical to
see whether the transmitting signal is under the frequency mask of the local regulation.
Therefore raised cosine filter, Hilbert transform, DAC (quantization error) and filter,
PLL, mixer and high power amplifier are added to accurately gettherequired frequency.
The transmission types can be SSB (single side band), DSB (double side band) or
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Figure 3 is the simulation of return link. The free space is modeled by a pass loss with
changing phase due to distance between reader and tag. The transmitter sends a
continuouscarrier to power up tag. AWGNchannel is used to model the sources ofnoise
from space. Another source of receiving power during the return link is the direct
coupling from TX to RX, modeled by introducing a gain and phase delay.
The receiver includes band pass filter, LNA, Mixer, AC coupling, channel select filter
and the variable gain stages. Meanwhile, the tag is modeled by coding method of
variable antenna gain and percent of reflection. Comparison of the received and down
converted signal with the data tag backscattered will give the bit-error rate performance.
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Figure 3: Return link simulation
2.1 Model of Transmitter
The transmitter architecture has been chosen to be I/Q-branches due to the SSB
transmission and different digital modulation techniques such as ASK or PSK. The
coding for forward link isManchester coding. The transmitter should fulfill the protocol
and support the DSB or SSB transmitting for forward link, and send an unmodulated
carrier for return link. Figure 4 gives the configurations of transmitter for SSB and DSB
modulations and the return link unmodulated carrier.






Figure 4: Configuration for SSB, DSB and unmodulated return link
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2. U Coding
The protocol is based on Manchester coding for forward link, whereas FMO and
Manchester sub-carrier coding are for return link [1]. The power spectral density of
Manchester sub-carrier is different with original Manchester code because additional DC
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Figure 5: Manchester coding scheme
BER (Bit error rate) is introduced to evaluate the performance of RFID in digital
communication system. In forward link, the CNR (carrier-to-noise ratio) emitted is large
enough for a tag to demodulate data by envelope detector and the tag will reflects the
incident power.
2.1.2 Raised Cosine Filter
The raised-cosine filter is a particular electronic filter, frequently appearing in
telecommunications systems due to its ability to mimmise inter-symbol interference (ISI).
A band-limited signal, which has no ISI should satisfy Nyquist criterion [2]. It is so
called due to the non-zero portion of the frequency spectrum of its simplest form (p = 1)
being a cosine function, 'raised' up to sit above the/(horizontal) axis.
Figure 6 is the simulation result of Manchester coding with roll off factor 0.1, 0.5 andl.
the oversampling ratio 32, and data rate 80kbps. To meet the stringent waveform bound
less than 5% of the modulated signal; the roll offfactor p must chosen to be 1.
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Figure 7: Manchester coding after raised cosine filter
2.1.3 Hilbert Transform
The Hilbert transform, here denoted H, of a real-valued function, s(t)9 is obtained by
convolving signals(t) with l/?_t to obtain $(t). Therefore, the Hilbert transform s(t) can be
interpreted as the output of a linear time invariant (LTI) system with input s(t), and a
system impulse response given as 1/jrt. It is a useful mathematical tool to describe the








Figure8: TheHilbert transform, in red, of a squarewave, in blue
Figure 9 shows theHilbert transform ofManchester coding with data rate 80kbps.
Figure 9: Hilbert Transform ofManchestercoding
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2.1.4 SSB transmission
SSB-AM is derived by removing one of the sidebands of DSB-AM, and occupies one
half bandwidth of DSB-AM [2]. The signal power of SSB is half of the DSB. The noise
power in the bandwidthis also half of the DSB due to the half bandwidth. Therefore, the
SNR (signal-to noise ratio) of SSB and DSB are the same.
When the signals are up-converted and mixed, the SSB-AM is produced. I/Q mismatch
is one of the problems both in I/Q transmitter and in receiver. In transmitter, the phase
and gain mismatch of I/Q-branches will degrade the suppression of SSB transmission
since the DSB transmission only occupies the I-branch. In practice, it is desirable to
maintain the amplitude mismatch lessthan ldB andphase errorbelow 5° [3].
2.1.5 Quantization
The signal is over sampled by FIR filter such as raised filter and Hilbert transform. After
digital signal processing, the digitized signal is send into analog part. In practical, a DAC
will convert digital signals into analog, which yields quantization error. The clock of
DAC is usually higher than the signal. In an oversampling circuit, the maximum
sinusoidal power to the quantizationnoise is [4]:
SNR,^ = 6.02N +1.76 +lOlog(OSK)
N is number of the quantization bits, OSR is the oversampling rate. The first term
(6.02N) is the SNR due to the N-bit quantizer while the OSR term is the SNR
enhancement obtained from over sampling. This can model the noise power induced by
the DAC. The low pass filter after DAC is to smooth out the resulted waveform.
2.1.6 Up-converter
The transmitter architecture ofFigure 3 suffers from LO (Local Oscillator) pulling. The
output power of PA is a modulated waveform with high power and a spectrum centered
around the LOfrequency. Despite of various shielding techniques employed to isolate the
VCO (Voltage Controlled Oscillator), the "noisy" output of the PA (Power Amplifier)
still corrupts the oscillator spectrum through "injection pulling" or "injection locking".
The problem worsens if the PA is turned on and off periodically to save power.
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Therefore, the VCO must be followed by a buffer stage with high reverse isolation
between the VCO and the PA.
2.1.7 Power Amplifier
The power amplifier is modeled with nonlinearities, IIP2 and IIP3 for different types of
power amplifiers. The AM/PM effect of amplifier is not included since tags are not
sensitive to the phase of the carrier. The power amplifier is to give a proper power gain
and the gain range of the power amplifier should cover the regulatory of CEPT, FCC, etc.
_?. 1.8 OutputBandPass Filter
The output band pass filter is to remove the out of band spurious spectrum. A fourth
order Bessel filter is selected with the bandwidth range from 860MHz to 960MHz. The
maximum input power of the filter is about 1W and it can be implemented by passive
elements (R, L and C).
2.2 Model of Tags
2.2.1 Tag Received Power
In forward link, the output power is
P - P GEIRP "~ PA TX
The Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP) of the reader is Peirp. The typical
maximum output power is 500mW, 2W (ERP, CEPT) and 4W (EIRP, FCC). Converted
to dBm, the permitted maximum limits are about 29dBm (500mW ERP, 825mW EIRP),
35dBm(2W ERP, 3.3W EIRP) and 36dBm(4W EIRP). Gtx is the gain of the transmitter
antenna. The typical value is assumed to be 6dBi. Therefore, the maximum outputpower
from power amplifier should be 23dBm, 29dBm and 30dBm, respectively. The power
transmitted from reader to tag can be expressed as
Pr«=P,AGiXGm -7^7 =^WGj A
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X is the wavelength of the carrier, d is the distance from reader to tag. The tag available
power versus distance can be seen in Figure 10. From the industrial experience, RF input




Figure 10: Tag received power versus distance
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2.2.2 Tag Reflection Model
As we know, tag received power includes two parts, the reflected power and the available
power can be used by the chip. The distribution of these two parts is very critical for a
maximum distance. The available power from antenna can be used by the rectifier is










v0 is the peak source voltage that would be observed if the antenna were not loaded by
the IC. In time domain, the probabilities that chip in state 1 and state 2 are pi and p2. pi,2
are the reflection coefficients. Rant is the real part of the antenna impedance, ii^ are the
current flow through the impedance. R^ is radiation impedance ofantenna.
2.3 Model of Receiver
2.3.1 Antenna
The antenna can be configured in two types, two antennas or one antenna with a
circulator. In return link, the receiver of reader listens to the response of tag while the
transmitter sends a continuous wave to power up the tag. It is very critical to have a high
isolationbetweenTX and RX for a high performance reader.
Thedirectcoupling from TX to RX withoneantenna is larger than two antennas because
of low isolation performance of circulator. Assume the transmitting power is 36dBm
(FCC), the isolation of a circulator is about 35dB (Commercial circulator can hardly
exceed 40dB). Therefore, the power seen in the receiver is about OdBm. In this case, the
receiver circuit should have a large dynamic range to handle the relative large signal and
detect the weak signal backscattered from tag. The direct coupling signal is much larger
thanthe reflection from theenvironment and the environment canbe ignored.
2.3.2 Low Noise Amplifiers (LNA)
The LNA is optional for different antenna configurations. If it is configured with two
antennas, the isolation is relative high. In this case, LNA is used to geta proper gain and
better NF (noise factor) ofreceiver.
The gain range is from -10 to 10 dB. If a circulator is used, theisolation is very poor and
the power into the receiver is very large. In this case, a power splitter is used instead of
LNA because of its capability ofhandling large signal.
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2.3.3 Direct Conversion
The architecture of receiver is direct conversion receiver suitable for multi-protocol
operation. The DC offsets are very large due to low isolation between the TX and RX.
The receiver will have a multi-stage gain to amplifier the weak signal. Since the DC
offset is much larger than the signal, the offset may saturate the amplifier if it is not
removed. An AC coupling stage is inserted after the mixer filtering out the DC
component.
The I/Q mismatch of the receiver is different with the transmitter. In receiver, the I/Q
mismatch will corrupt the down-converted signal constellation such as QPSK. In RFID
system, the modulation used in return link is AM and PSK. It has less influence in the
receiver with amplitude modulation.
2.3.4 Filter
A high order channel select filter is applied to get a sufficient out of band suppression.
The filter type in the receiver is a 5-order Butterworth filter due to it flatness in the
passband and suitable for amplitude modulation.
2.3.5 Base-band DSP
The base-band DSP is to decode the signal from ADC. The DSP should combine the
signal power of I/Q branch for maximizing the signal power to get the best BER





3.1 Current Security and Safety Systems
An RFID system using active tags is a versatile tool in situations involving restriction
of access, movement monitoring, communication between operators and a control
system, and locating colleagues in an emergency. In an active RFID system, access
control is an inherent feature. Safety and security is the new dimension that open up to
RFID implementation.
3.2 Existing Model of RFID implementation
Active RFID systems have been improving considerably, and they present a versatile
tool for safety, access control, and security. However, to make such a system the
extended arm, it must be set up well and have a simple user and maintenance interface.
The option of connecting an RFID system to the administrative and process control
network multiplies the possibilities and potential payback of such an investment. One
of the systems that have been proven work in long-range detection using active RFID is
the Watcher-ATS system.
3.2.1 Watcher-ATSSystem
Watcher is a software application that is at the heart of the Watcher-ATS system. It is
installed on a server. PC clients that connect to the server are defined and the RFID
equipment in the software is configured. There is also choice of integration of
additional systems, such as video surveillance and fire alarms. Watcher system is
presented here for a study comparison purpose to the intended output of this project.
Therefore we can design an appropriate RFID system that functions alike to the
Watcher-ATS but with lower cost and possible to implement.
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Initially, a tag sends its unique ID to the RFID interrogator (reader). Watcher receives
this info, updates tag position in real time, and notes the time of the previous reading.
All data, reports, and statistics are handled in the Watcher database. The
communication interface is open, so units can exchange data using TCP/IP, RS-232,
RS-422, UHF, and VHF.
Watcher-ATS allows the administrator to define and adjust zones while the system is
operating. Zones may be overlapping, but field strength measurement still locates the
tag (see Figure 11).
z®r*&£
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Figure 11: Tags being defined by zone.
Two zones (A and B) each have one antenna. A tag (the red dot) is located between the
zones. The tag "belongs" to zone B until the field strength registered by zone A's
antenna is greater. Each antenna's signal strength received from the tag is indicated
beneaththe antenna. Zone B's antennahas a field strength reading of-15 dB, compared
to -22 dB for zone A's antenna, so the tag is closer to zone B than zone A. The history
of the tag (previous readings, indicated by the tinted red dots) indicates that the tag
belongs to zone B, because this was the last zone it was in. This history information is
especially useful in cases where the field strength measurements are equal or where





Figure 12: Overview on the peripheral interconnection.
Shown above is an overview of the communication flow in a typical Watcher-ATS
system. The interrogator uses its antennas to communicate with the tags over 868/915
MHz radio frequency. The Carrier also communicates with the tags and uses a wireless
local area network (WLAN) to communicate with the interrogator and Watcher server.
Either TCP/IP or RS-232/-485 link the interrogator and the Watcher server; Watcher
clients use traditional TCP/IP to connect with the server.
This interrogator is both atransceiver and adecoder; when it transmits asignal through
the antenna, the tag answers or reflects the information embedded in it. The advantage
over bar-code systems is that the interrogator does not have to "see" the tag or code
visually, a system such as Watcher-ATS can accurately read the tags of an entire
busload ofworkers passing at 40 km/h (25 mph). To achieve this, care has to be taken
when tuning the equipment and Watcher software to the application.
The antenna scans its surroundings with signals that will wake up an active tag to reply
with its embedded ID or the tag "reports" to the interrogator by itself. The tag
identification rate may be adjusted, but has a typical maximum of 100 tags per second.
Apassive tag has no power source; it uses the power of the antenna signal to respond.
An active tag contains its own power source and transmitter.
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The server with the Watcher installed is connected to all the interrogators. There may
be several clients where system maintenance orconfiguration isdone.
Field strength measurement is used to assess the distance between tag and antenna. To
locate a tag, up to four antennas per interrogator may be used. A zone is defined with
one or more interrogators, depending onequipment, walls, and other obstacles.
In order to locate tags, the designer has to define a geographical zone and locate a
minimum ofone antenna in the zone. Using several antennas enables more accurate tag
positioning using signal strength measurement. There are reflections from walls and
equipment to take into account, and in buildings or process industry facilities involving
multiple vertical levels, there exist challenge to locate the tags on the correct level. In
addition, software algorithms must work together with the right equipment to avoid
several antennas simultaneously reading a tag or, for a tag within range of several




Here we discuss existing RFID systems, along with applications ofRFID onto plant for
rescue and access control.
4.1 Active RFID localisation techniques
There have couple ofresearch and software that is commercialized to support location
ttacking for 802.11 wireless RFID tags. Most ofthese tags are limited with few hundred
meters of range. Examples are Aeroscout, WhereNet and Ekahau. Somehow, these
system are already established RTLS system that hybridize RFID with complex and
expensive Wi-Fi system. Our goal however to have pure RFID used in real-time
location system and considerably low cost implementation.
Usually the above mentioned location systems is an active RFID that includes Wi-Fi
asset tags and also software necessary for asset tracking over a wireless LAN that
ranging about few hundred meters at most. Previous algorithm for location detection
has been proposed;
The nearest neighbour search techniques for RTLS is to take sample radio signals and
correlate them to a known physical location. Once the samples were taken and stored,
all recorded samples were performed with a linear search in real time and the closest
signal match determinedthe personnel's location.
ThQ triangulation techniques can present much more accurate location by means of
averaging the three closest locations found during the search. Means of determining
location via formulating the radio signal propagation models are performed but proven
to be less accurate.
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The probabilistic techniques that are applied for RTLS is to find location that is based
upon which location in the stored radio map which has the maximum probability given
the received signal strength vector. Usually this type of implementation of such
wireless location determination must be done step by step and involves complexity of
calculation even though the superiority ofprobabilistic approaches.
The choice between these techniques may justify how the tags / transmitter location is
detected. However, it does not necessarily stick to just one technique, wherever either
combination of the techniques may prove better result.
4.2 Choice of the best frequency
There is no specific frequency for RFID usage. Usually, the general frequency that are
currently used for typical RFID systems are 125kHz, 13.56 MHz, 433 MHz, 900 MHz
(UHF), 2.4 GHz (Microwave) and 6.1 GHz (Ultra Wideband). By default, the frequency
that is approved for commercial use of RFID in Malaysia as stated by MCMC
(Malaysian Communications and Multimedia Commission) are 125kHz, 13.56 MHz,
433 MHz and 900 MHz. For active RFID system utilized in this project, the frequency of
433 MHz is used due to its low cost implementation, less known interference, long-range
detection (up to 40 meters) and the system implement backscatter method compared to
inductive coupling.
4.3 Wireless Personnel Rescue System (WiPeRS)
In wake of recent issues in safety of working persons, there have been suggested an
extension of a wireless real time location technology using RFID tags. By attaching
RFID tag to the equipment and personnel, by using wireless access, they can easily be
detected. It offers instant tracking of personnel, equipment and assets for improved
safety and efficiency.
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Conditions inplant to consider deployment of RFID system such as telecommunication
cables, water, oil and gas, surface irrespective of soil conditions in terms of the
presence ofmetal, water, concrete also battery life hours that powers the RFID tags.
Other consideration might be poor signal penetration, high implementation cost and the
inability tocontrol the tag's RF signal in case ofbattery-powered tags.
Ideally, each personnel are given battery powered tag that transmits signals periodically
informing the precise location to a remote server outside of the plant. Then using
wireless computers, outside staff are able to access location information on internal
Web pages by pointing their Web browsers to anintranet page. The last known location
ofpersonnel will be mapped, in the event the wireless network collapsed.
With all these in place, the location ofpersonnel, as well as other valuable equipment
can be continuously tracked and viewed in real-time from any web browser to ensure
safety and higher probation.
Before the implementation ofthe project, it is advised to adhere with the requirement
and approval from regulatory body for the choice offrequency. Itisalso noted that each
plant requires a customized solution that caters to the individual requirement of the
plant environment and to avoid interference with other plant control and monitoring
systems. Therefore, area ofcoverage is an important planning aspect.
4.4 Active RFID Receiver and transmitter
The RFID unit used in the project itself consists ofreceiver (in formal word: reader)
and transmitter (to simulate tags). The transmitter emits signal to be read by receiver.
The transmitter and reader have to use similar frequency to allow communication
between them. The frequency used is 433MHz. The readers (receivers) communicate
to the main PCthrough RS232 DB9 serial port.
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4.4.1 RFID Receiver Module
Figure 13: The physical main module of RFID Receiver (RF8315R)
The RF8315R active RFID receivermodule receives data sent from RF40315T modules.
This receiver module requires no external power supply (some PC or notebook may
require external 9V power input). Data received will be sent to RS232 COM port.
Standard communication and data acquisition software such as HyperTerminal can read
the data. Custom program can read data from COM port for system integration or
application development. An included ActiveX control makes the application integration
to the hardware simpler and faster.
The device is plug-and-play based. Therefore, there should not necessary to send
command to control the receiver. It can read data within 40 meters with build in
RF40315T antenna. No additional power input is required for most desktop PC because
the power supplied throughout the RS232 cable is sufficient. The device is of
superheterodyne design which is for maximum stability. Superheterodyne design is the
most stable but expensive design. This is particular suitable for challenging working
conditions such as strong wind, serious raining and fast moving objects. Anti-collision
algorithm is employedwhereRF8315Rcanhandle 160 transmittersat the same time.
Although this design has so many advantages, it cannot receive short distance signal
(within 1 meter). Asa result this receiver cannot report the ID send by RF40315T within
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4.4.2 RFIDReceiver Circuitry




jID sent by RF40315T (4 characters) plus 1
space
J160 ID at the same time
Yes. 2.3 seconds
;RS232, 9600 Baud, 8 bitwords,l stopbit,
1 start bit, no parity
Figure 14: Receiver core module PCR3A
The receiver main unit is connected to the receiver core module PCR3A (as shown
above). In the core module resides the ASK receiver IC, RX3400 which is suitably used
in extremely low power radio applications and used in constructing RFID receiver
circuits. The receiver IC incorporates an LNA; mixer; PLL-based local oscillator
including VCO, fixed divider (divide by 64), reference crystal oscillator, phase-
frequency detector (PFD), and charge pump; IF filter; logarithmic amplifier; data filter;
peak detector; and 1-bit comparator and is capable ofdemodulating ASK input signals.
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Figure 15: Block diagram ofRX3400 integrated circuit.
The RX3400 is based on a single-conversion, super-heterodyne receiver architecture
and incorporates an entire phase-locked loop (PLL) for precise local oscillator
generation. The input frequency range of the receiver is between 290MHz to 460MHz,
and 433MHz falls in this range.
The chip also has VCO on-boardwith integrated PLL using crystal oscillator reference.
The PLL portion of the IC can be powered up and down through the control of PD
input (pin 14).During PLL power downoperation, the reference crystal oscillator, fixed
VCO divider, PFD, andcharge pump are all shutoff and the current consumption of the
IC will drops =_ 600 uA. The VCO circuitry remains on and maybe configured to
operate as a bufferamplifier for an external SAW-based oscillator. It also has integrated
IF and data filters.
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4.4.3 RSSI Curve
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Figure 16: RSSI curve for 433MHz and 315 MHz receiver
-40 , -20
One special feature oftheRX3400 is that it provides an RSSI (Reduced Signal Strength
Indicator) output. This characteristic is very important sincewe can ideally measure the
distance between receiver and transmitter by looking at the signal strength (usually
measured in dB). By looking at the characteristic of RSSI curve above, we can see the
nonlinearity connection between the voltage measured at DFO point (in the receiver IC
RX3400) and input power from transmitter. Therefore, the receiver has to process the
information andtranslated it into a comprehended function to be sent to computer.
Theintegrated 1-bitcomparator make use of this RSSI by operating as a data slicer and
"square up" the data filtered RSSI output fromthe logarithmic amplifier. The decision
threshold voltage level for the 1-bit comparator is stored on an external capacitor
























































Figure 17: Typical Design and connection for RX3400 receiver module.
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4.4.4 RFID Transmitter Module
Figure 18: Transmitter main module RF40315T
A unique 4 alphanumeric characters (A-Z, a-z, 0-9) will be sent outon every 2.5 seconds
plus/minus 0.5 second. The matching receiver RF8315R can receive the ID within 40
meters although the RF power emitted from the transmitter is very low. The transmitter
willonlyturn on whenID is transmitting (< 0.01 second), as a result it will not cause data
jam to other devices that are using the same frequency band. Besides, it has low power
consumption for long life time (4,000 hours for 2 x CR2032 batteries. Each CR2032
supply 3V). Preliminary testing shows that it can achieve detection range upto 40 meters









6mA when transmitting, 12uA when idle
•0 - 50°C ~ " """"""""" ' ~"=
433 MHz
4 characters (A-Z, a-z, 0-9). AHtransmitters
carry unique ID
40 meters
< 15mW "~ ~ " ~ ' ~"-"
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4.4.5RFID Transmitter Circuitry
Figure 19: Transmitter Circuit Diagram
The main circuitry of RFID transmitting circuit consists of FSIOOOA transmitter core
module and associated microcontroller circuit using Microchip 12F629. The
configuration is simple, consists of only several components and powered by serially
connected 3 volt batteries (summing up to 6V).
Figure 20: Transmitter core module FSIOOOA
The transmitter core module, FSIOOOA consists of a local oscillator unit as shown
above. The ACTR433.92 (also known as R433A) is a true one-port, surface acoustic-
wave resonator in a low profile metal TO-39 case (one with silver caps shown above).
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It provides reliable, fundamental-mode, quartz frequency stabilization i.e. in
transmitters or local oscillators operating at 433.92MHz. The single core wire is
attached to the ANT terminal to serve as the antenna ofthe transmitter.
The circuit to fully illustrate the application of low power transmitter in RFID
transmitter is shown below. Shown also below is the equivalent RLC model/S
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Figure 21a: Low power transmitter application.
Figure 21b: Equivalent LC Model for matching circuit
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The frequency response graph below shows transmission (measured in M Log) versus
frequency (MHz) of the resonator/local oscillator. This graph shows the performance
and precision ofthe resonator, using spectrum analyzer. The typical frequency response
of this type of transmitter is centered on 433.92 MHz. This means that the output
frequency in which the transmittercan optimally operate is in the said frequency.
if •&&*. -2 £g> :il
Figure 22: Determining transmitter frequency using spectrum analyzer
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4.4.6 Receiver Multiplexing
From the approach and techniques discussed in chapter 3 Section 1, the most suitable
detection technique is the triangulation technique due to its higher accuracy and less
complexity approach. But, it is impossible for us to depend on just one receiver and one
transmitter to appropriately demonstrate and simulate the localisation of personnel in
triangulation technique. Therefore, we need to multiplex at least three receivers
altogether to demonstrate the triangulation technique effectively.
#
,. *=*
Figure 23: RS232 Multiplexer
This multiplexer allows up to 4 devices to beconnected to one single RS232 portandcan
also be stacked for port expansion. Via stacked multiplexers, even an arbitrary number of
devices canbe controlled withonesingle port. But in this project, we arerestricted to just
single multiplexer because we only need just three receivers to adequately perform
triangulation.
It has one master port and 4 slave ports and works like a switch connecting the master
portto oneof the slave ports. Themultiplexer works at a fixed datarate of 9600 baud (no
parity, 1 stop bit). The multiplexer supports line based communication and fixed data rate
of 9600 baud (no parity, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit), where each line must be terminated by a
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carriagereturn (0x13). The core operationofthe circuit lies in the microcontroller, which
is the ATMEL AVR AT90S2313-10. Thehardware tuning is easyand is very lowin cost.
It has operating voltage of 9VDC (although can operate as minimal as 7VDC and up to
24VDC max). The multiplexer can also works as a programmer board for the
microcontroller. The ATMEL AVR is programmed by using special software called AVR
Loader which fully supported in Windows environment.
4.4.6.1 Multiplexer Schematic
Master Port
Figure 24: RS232 Multiplexer Schematics
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4.4.6.2 Multiplexer Control commands
By programming the microcontroller, the RS232 multiplexer works more like an
electronic switch. Data received by the master port is transferred directly by the currently
active slave port. Data received by the currently active slave port is forwarded unbuffered
by the master port.
Control commands perform the switching between different ports as well as requesting
status information. Control commands differ from normal data lines by their starting T
sign. This *$' must be the first character ofa line (i.e. it must be immediately transmitted
after a0x13 character). Control commands are only detected at the master port. To allow
transmission ofdata lines starting with a '$* sign or allow stacking ofmultiplexers, a '$$'
at a line start is transmitted as asingle '$' followed by the normal data. As description of






Requests version identification string. The controller responds with
something like 'RS232 MultiplexerRev. 1.0'
Requests status information. The controller returns an 8-digit string;
each digit is 1 or 0, respectively. The first 4 digit indicate framing
errors. The first digit is 1ifa framing error has occurred atslave port 0,
The second digit indicates a framing error onport 1 and so on. The last
4 digits indicate an overflow error and are always 0. Overflow means
that a character was received on a slave port before a previously
received line could be fully transmitted by the master port. The 5th
digit indicates an overflow error on slave port 0, the 6th digit on port 1
and so on.
Makes port n the actual port, n is a digit from 0 to 3. Afterwards all
data received at the master port is forwarded to slave port n. This also


























































In order to demonstrate the functionality of the radio frequency identification detection
system, the hardware simulation is carried out. The identification is then detected by
software using HyperTerminal software. The receiver is first connected to COM port 1
whichis the dedicated serial port in a PC,andthen the RFIDtags are detected.
£ New Connection •
Enter anamearid chooseah icon for the connection:
-Name;. -'-'O^-.
J
Figure26: HyperTerminal configuration ofRFID system
After the connection has been defined, the port is then setup. By using COM1 port, the
bits per second is setto 9600 bps, with data bits of8,parity setto none and stop bits are
set to 1. Then, the RFID unit(s) will be detected. The transmitter will emits 4
alphanumeric characters to the receiver and the receiver will supply the information





Data bite: |8 !y;.
Parity: ?None




Figure 27: COMl configuration
Fie Edit MN &* Transfer ttelp
iComeeted 00:00:05 .. Autodetect 9600S-N-1
Figure 28 : Nine unique IDs with 4 alphanumeric characters being read simultaneously
by RFID reader
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5.2 Application using activeX






^Select unit in fist to edit the
description and monitoring status




\ Click to save changes
I Enter this field \
Save Changes Remove Unitfor new unit
Active/'T*k this box to
^ y monitor this
'Oick to remove unit from
list
Figure29: Application using activeX
The figure above shows how the transmitter isdetected and logged into a program. The
program (which custom built using Visual Basic and ActiveX control) manipulate the
raw data presented in HyperTerminal to a friendlier interface using Visual Basic GUI
(Graphic User Interface). Therefore, the user can easily detect the transmitter and
display it for personnel's tracking management, and in emergency condition, the
monitoring of personnel is not only easier to view but also manageable to track the
personnel although he/she is in dangerous situation. The transmitter, although has
designated ID in alphanumeric characters (e.g. GZ4J, etc.), with the help of the GUI,
the designated unique code can be labelled with meaningful information such as the




During project implementation, there are several technical difficulty faced especially
when doing hardware prototyping. The RFID system of transmitter (tag) and receiver
(reader) manage to demonstrate the detection part of the project, but being unsuccessful
in manipulating the parameters and circuitry ability to perform location sensing.
Internally, the factor came up when the reader itself claimed to be equipped with RSSI
output. This means that the reader can be used to perform location sensing through the
method discussed earlier in the previous chapter (i.e. by recognising input power level
emitted by transmitter). Somehow, the user had put tremendous effort in searching
ways to manipulate the RSSI featured in the receiver, but to no avail due to lack of
knowledge and also scarce information found regarding the hardware / electronic
devices and parts used in the project, besides the practical design architecture of the
circuit itself in which it cannot perform the intended purpose despite of lack of space
for modification.
Besides, the RSSI approach used in this text is insufficient to accurately locate a person
/ personnel because the measurement is greatly mislead by a noisy environment. For an
example, although the distance between a transmitter and receiver is detected to be 6
meters, if anything comes to distract the signal strength, it might be read to be just 2
meters. Therefore, the reliability ofusing the concept is in doubt.
Furthermore, the design approach also put limitation to the objective. The design is
simple and yet does not support much on expansion. Therefore, major modifications
have to be carried out to put the design inline with the prescribed objective. Usually a
more complex design requires a lot of cost and sometimes the design is patented and
intended not to be released for development purpose. Therefore, cost has indirectly put
the limitation to the success of the objective. In other word, the project indeed requires




Radio frequency identification (RFID) is a method where a radio frequency device is
detected. In this project, the main objective / main task to be completed is that to bring
out a system that not only able to deliver the detection capability of an RFID system,
but also the ability to perform advanced feature or extension to it, that is to sense and
locate the distance ofthe personnel in real-time.
Hence, the task is not as easy as ever perceived. Firstly, the user has to make a careful
study on the most suitable RFJD system and method of identification. The results have
been aggregated from many sources in order to come up with the system which has as
near-as-possible solution for the given problem, besides remaining the cost / budget
properly managed. Secondly, the localisation method needed to be carefully selected so
that it will not give a backfire effect to the later development of the project, so it will
run smoothly and efficiently.
In technical / engineering point of view, the project has been developed to the extent
that the user can really use and learn from it. Throughout the project, the user has faced
many obstacle and hurdle in order to come with a good system. Although the final
overcome is not as good as the early planned result, but at least most of the project
phase has been conducted in proper manner and each of the successful milestones
somehow contributed to the betterment of the system itself. It is hoped that the system
will be improved better as the research and development progress. The technological
advancement in RFID can lead to many useful applications that can help harmonise
human interconnection with engineering especially in wireless communications.
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File: 2313def.inc (Register Definitions for AT90S2313)
.**********************************************************************
; APPLICATION NOTE FOR THE AVR FAMILY
. *
;* Number :AVR000
;* File Name :"2313def,inc"
;* Title :Register/Bit Definitions for the AT90S2313
;* Date :97.12.11
;* Version :1.20
;* Support telephone :+47 72 88 87 20 (ATMEL Norway)
;* Support fax :+47 72 88 87 18 (ATMEL Norway)
;* Support E-Mail :avr@atmel.com




;* When including this file in the assembly program file, all I/O register
;* names and I/O register bit names appearing in the data book can be used.
. *
;* The Register names are represented by their hexadecimal addresses.
. *
;* The Register Bit names are represented by their bit number (0-7).
. *
;* Please observe the difference in using the bit names with instructions
;* such as "sbr'V'cbr" (set/clear bit in register) and "sbrs'Vsbrc"
;* (skip if bit in register set/cleared). The following example illustrates
;* this:
• *
;* in rl6,PORTB ;read PORTB latch
;* sbr rl6f (1«PB6) + (1«PB5) ;set PB6 and PB5 (use masks, not bit#)
;* out PORTB,rZ6 /output to PORTB
. *
;* in rl6,TIFR ;read the Timer Interrupt Flag Register
;* sbrc rl6,TOV0 ;test the overflow flag (use bit#)
;* rjmp TOV0__is_set ;jurnp if set






























































































































































































































































































;Last On-Chip SRAM Location
.-External InterruptO Vector Address
,-External Interruptl Vector Address
/Input Capturel Interrupt Vector Address
;Output Comparel Interrupt Vector Address
;Overflowl Interrupt Vector Address
;Overflow0 Interrupt Vector Address
;UART Receive Complete Interrupt Vector Address,
;UART Data Register Empty Interrupt Vector Address
;DART Transmit Complete Interrupt Vector Address
;Analog Comparator Interrupt Vector Address
File: dbfrrmlti2.asm (core program for RS232 multiplexer)
.**********************************************************************
/Author: Frank F. Hitzel, Braunschweig, Germany (2004)
;This software is distributed under the terms of the GNU GPL
/Multiplexer, S version













































.def status_save =r6 ; status save register for interrupt routines







.def act±ve_output =rl9 ; contains active output as bit of the
; corresponding output pin
.def active_input =r20 / contains active output as bit of the
; corresponding output pin
.def txwait =r22
.def rxstat =r23 / low 4 bits full status of buffers, high 4 bits are
/ receive_active__flags
.def status =r24 ; bitO = sending/ bitl=0: last was Od; bit2=0: last
/ was control/ bit3=l: start send/
/ high 4 bits are data there bits
.def errstat - r25 / higher bits are framing errors, lower bits are
/ overflow
.def tim_temp =r2 6
.def timjtemp2 =r27
OUTPUT__TAB:
.db out0,outl,out2,out3 /must be within lowest 256 bytes
MSG_INFO:





.*****************************^***^^^^ +^A^^ + ^^ + A^ + iJtit^ibltit, + vk. + ]t^]1:A,^_t^ + ]t^
UART_RXC: in status_save,SREG
in tim_temp,UDR









cbr status, (1«1) /clear bit -> Od detected
NO__LINEEND: mov txchar, tim_temp




















































Idi active__output, (1 « outO)
Idi active_input,(1 « inO)
out SREG,status_save
reti
Idi active_output, (1 << outl)





Idi active_output,(1 « out2)
Idi active___input, (1 « in2)
out SREG,status_save
reti
Idi active_output, (1 « out3)




















cbr status,1 /stop bit sent, clear 'sending' bit
rjmp TIM RECEIVE
dec txcnt














cbr status, (1«3) / clear start send flag















sbrc rxstat,0x0 / are we receiving?
rjmp tim_rec
tst tiiajtemp /start bit detected (zero)?








tst tim_temp /check stop bit
brne tim_rec_ok
cbr rxstat,1
































out SPL,temp /init Stack Pointer
.**************************** x.nj_t. PORTB
Idi temp,0bl0100110 /(1 = output)
out DDRB,temp
ser temp /start bit is zero, so go to one
out PORTB,temp
.**************************** Init UART
Idi temp, (1 « TXEN) t(1 « RXEN) !(1 « RXCIE)
out UCR,temp




out TCCR1A,temp ; disconnect OC1 and no PWM




Idi temp,freq_divi / RS232 sample frequency
out OCRlAL,temp
Idi temp,(1 « 0CIE1A)
out TIMSK,temp ; enable compare match interrupt
.**************************** Select output
Idi active_output, (1 « outO)
Idi active input,(1 « inO)






clr txcnt /'not sending' indicator





clr ZH /always leave ZH zero












































out UDR,temp /send OD
rjmp MAIN
